Abstract-In this paper, we extend Sanchez's approach in agricultural field to find the disease of the plant by using the representation of an interval valued fuzzy matrix as an interval matrix of two fuzzy matrices.
INTRODUCTION
The concept of Interval Valued fuzzy matrix (IVFM) is one of the recent topics developed for dealing with the uncertaіnities present in most of our real life situations. The parameterization tool of Interval valued fuzzy matrix enhances the flexibility of its applications. Most of our real life problems in Agriculture fertilizer, management environment and Social Sciences often involve data which are not necessarily crisp, precise and deterministic in character due to various uncertainities associated with these problems, such uncertainties are usually being handled with the help of the topics like probability, fuzzy sets, intuitionistic fuzzy sets, interval mathematics and rough sets etc. The concept of IVFM as a generalization of fuzzy matrix was introduced and developed by Shyamal and pal [4] ,by extending the max. min operations on Fuzzy algebra F = [0,1], for elements a, bϵF, a+b=max {a,b} and a. b=min {a,b}.letF mn be the set of all m× n Fuzzy Matrices over the Fuzzy algebra with support 
III. APPLICATION OF INTERVAL VALUED FUZZY MATRICES FOR FINDING THE DISEASE IN PLANTS.
Suppose S is a set of plant growth, D is a set of diseases and C is a set of cultivation, construct an interval valued fuzzy matrix Again we take C={C 1 , C 2 , C 3 } as the universal set where C 1 , C 2 and C 3 represent cultivation respectively and S={e 1 Then combining the relation matrices R 1L , R 1U and R 2L , R 2U Separately with Q L and Q U we get the matrices T 1 = [T 1L , T 1U ,] and T 2 = [T 2L , T 2U ]From equations (3.3), (3.4), (3.5) and (3.6) we have,
